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Smilio Signature on counter
- The benchmark Smiley
satisfaction kiosk

Made in France, the Smilio Signature
satisfaction kiosk offers you a
turnkey satisfaction measurement
solution to manage the customer or
employee experience.
Used around the world, our
benchmark kiosk is delivered to your
home ready for use. This will allow
you, based on customer reviews, to
manage your store or service.
EVERYTHING IS INCLUDED FOR 3
YEARS:
– The satisfaction measurement
kiosk and his A4 counter display unit
– Telecommunications costs and
subscription to the Satisio survey
software for 3 years

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
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HOW THE SATISFACTION KIOSK WORKS

The Smiley Signature kiosk is very easy to use:

Print out the question you want to ask customers.
For example: "How do you find the atmosphere in
the store? "," Did you like the dish of the day? ","
how was the atmosphere at work today? ","Did you
appreciate the service offered to you?"

Place the satisfaction kiosk in the appropriate
location (your counter, ,your recepetion desk, your
desk, your table, etc.).

Ready to use ! The votes are transmitted for each
press. You can view the results in real time from
your cloud interface. The data can be viewed from
any recent web browser. You can monitor your
indicators from home, even when you are not
present in your business premises.

INSTALLATION

The terminal is delivered in a fully equipped package
which contains everything to assemble your terminal.
You will see, it is easier and faster than putting together
a Swedish wardrobe as a complete kit!

CONNECTIVITY

When ordering, you will be asked for the installation
address of the terminal. We will thus choose the most
suitable telecommunications network. If there is no
network, we will offer you an alternative solution. If no
solution exists, we will refund your order.


